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The Origin of the VM/370 Time-sharing System
VM1370 is an operating system which provides its multiple users with seemingly separate and independent IBM System1
370 computing systems. These virtual machines are simulated using IBM System1370 hardware and have its same
architecture. In addition, VM1370 provides a single-user interactive system for personal computing and a computer
network system for information interchange among interconnected machines. VMl370 evolved from an experimental
operating system designed and built over fifteen years ago. This paper reviews the historical environment, design
influences, and goals which shaped the original system.

Introduction
The Virtual Machine Facilityl370,VM1370 for short, is a
convenient name for three different operating systems:
the Control Program (CP), the Conversational Monitor
System (CMS), and the Remote Spooling and Communications Subsystem (RSCS). Together they form a general
purpose tool for the delivery of the computing resources
of the IBM Systed370 machines to a wide variety of
people and computers. The CP andCMS components
evolved directly from an experimental operating system
designed and builtby the author and his groupat the IBM
Systems Research and Development Center in the mid1960s. This center, now called the IBM Scientific Center,
is located in Cambridge, Massachusetts.
CPis an operating system that uses a computing
machine to simulate multiple copiesof the machine itself.
These copies, or virtual machines, are each controlled
like the real machine by their own operating systems.
CMS is an operating system that supports the interactive
use of a computingmachine by one person. It is the
typical operating system usedwithin each virtual machine. RSCS is the operating system used to provide
information transfer among machines linked with communications facilities. These three systems, used together,
produce a general purpose multiple access facility. Other
operating systems can be used oneach virtual machine as
well and mightbe selected for batched job processing, for
compatible interchange with other systems, or for other
purposes.

In the spirit of reviewing the twenty-five years spanned
by the IBM Journal of Research and Development, we
take a moment to discuss the historical environment,
design influences, and goals whichformed the first ancestor of VM1370. The paper is historical and is not intended
to be a critical look at operating system design. (That
subject scarcely lacks coverage; see, for example, [I].) A
few aspects of the CPICMS design merit
special attention,
but mostly itis the particular selection, combination, and
implementation of features which have proved useful.
This retrospective look may provide some insightinto the
personality, capability, and potential of the VW370
design.
Information can befoundelsewhere to describe the
current incarnation of VMl370 and related subjects. The
manuals [2] provided for this IBM product cover concepts, user commands, andsystem information. More
generally, virtual memory concepts [3], virtual machine
concepts [4], and the virtual machine environment of VM/
370 [5] have been discussed at length. The bibliographies
of these references are very good.
An historical perspective
The roots of VM1370 are most deeply entwined with the
style of use of the computing machines of the 1950s by
scientists and engineers. In those days, the machines
were used as personal tools, much like their predecessors
which had been designed and dedicated to specific appli-
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cations. Unlike the earlier machines, however, they did
not sit idle whena problem was solved; their architecture
was more general, with easily changed stored programs
directing their actions on a variety of problems. These
programs, handcrafted for the slow and costlyhardware,
required the entire machine.The users werenormally
present to make sure things were going well and, if not,
reacted in real timeto correct things orto collect information useful for diagnosis. The running time of a program
was quite long comparedto these user actions and to the
time requiredto set up the machine for the next problem.
Asmachinesbecame
faster andprogramexecution
times shortened, the overhead of human operation became more significant. Simplejob monitor systems were
introduced to reduce the cost of the idle time between
execution of different programs. Thesesystems terminated a program ina preselected way, prepared the machine,
and beganexecution of the next job. Machines continued
to grow in capability and speed and
to decline in cost per
computing unit. With larger memories and independent
I/O operation came the possibility of more efficient machineutilization. A portion of themachinecouldbe
dedicated to the programs which assisted inmachine
operation, the operating system. As a result, overall
productivity of the system increased. Peripheral computers wereused to prepare job streams for the main
computer; they printed and punched batched output as
well. The turnaround time of a job from submission to
completion was measuredin hours, sometimes days. The
prescheduling of jobs resulted in more efficient machine
utilization, but the users weremoreisolatedfrom
the
machine. Developing and testing programs was
a frustrating experience.
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Thus the stage was set for the direct interactive use of
machines by some users. The machines, occupied gainfully by the steady stream of batched work, couldbe
interrupted now and then by people demanding a small
amount of computer time. It was thought that the costs of
such time-shared use could
be reduced to the point where
people, usingtypewriter-like equipment, couldagain
command the machine to do their bidding. The pioneering
work in such a general purpose time-sharing system was
done at M.I.T. in the early 1960s[6].With this system,
called the Compatible Time-sharing System (CTSS), a
normal batched job stream wasrun as background to
keep the computer busy. At the same time, several users
could enter commands to prepare, execute, and terminate
their programs. The machine directly responded to each
of them in real-time. Programs,data, and textual material
were created, modified, executed, formatted, and the like
in a style similar to that produced today by VMl370, a
style which is now common to many personal computers
as well.

Batched job systems remained the main mode of computer operation and continued in their evolution. They
could overlap the termination, operation, and setup of
sequential jobs. Later, morecomplex systems would
multiplex theexecution of several programs in an effort to
reduce the idle time of individual machine components.
For all but the mostspecialized of uses, likeairline
scheduling or real-time control, these sophisticated
batched job operating systemsmanaged the machine
well.
Duringthissame period, time-sharing systems were
designed to solve similar problems;these solutions recognized the on-line user as animportant new factor. In
addition, user interfaces, tools, and application programs
were developed uniquelyfor interactive use. Techniques
to support dynamic allocationof the machine and demand
scheduling became more efficient and predictable. Most
importantly, themachine
and people costs steadily
moved to favor interactive systems. Today’s batch operatingsystems include modificationsand extensions to
support interactive use, although the style and capability
presented to the user tend to reflect the heritage of the
underlying system.
The future promisesinexpensiveandpowerful
machines that can individually serve each of us as assistants
as a machine now stores, modifies, and formats this text
under my command. A pattern of use, similar to that
decades ago, is emerging with the use of personal computers as machines dedicatedto a single user. The cost of
these modem machines is so incredibly low compared
with their progenitors that the idle time caused by human
interaction or lack of work is not significant. But these
machines will not be isolatedin laboratories. They will be
interconnected in manyways as the emphasismoves
from computing convenienceto information access.
Computing use has come full circleto repeat history in
a variety of ways. The ingredients of dedicated machine
use and interactive support, occurring separately in the
past for most people, willcombinewithmachineto
machine communication to characterize these new systems. It is precisely because these features also characterize VMl370 to its users that this system design should
be viewedin
the modem context. VM/370,with its
collection of interconnected, independent machines each
serving one user, can provide architectural compatibility
with the future’s networks of personal computers.
Design influences and goals
The CP/CMS system was conceived in 1964 as a secondgeneration time-sharing systemfor the newly announced
IBM Systeml360. It began as an experimental software
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project [7, 81 designed to support all the activities of the
Cambridge center, includingsuch diverse activities as
operating system research, application development, and
report preparation by programmers, scientists, secretaries, and managers. Soon after its inception, it was
convenient for the system to be recognizedand financially supported from outside of the center as a tool to
evaluate and test the performance of operating systems.
It later gained acceptance as a time-sharing system after
its installation at M.I.T.’s Lincoln Laboratory. Originally
called a pseudo-machine time-sharing system, CP/CMS
was nameda virtual machine system fromthe description
of similar but independent ideas [9]. It was to integrate
traditional computer operations within a moregeneral
and interactive framework.
In 1%6,CP-40 and CMS both becameoperational using
an IBM Systed360 Model 40 modified by the addition of
an associative memory device for dynamic address translation [lo, 111. CP-40 was run only on this unique hardware at Cambridge. At about the same time, CP-67 was
built to use the address translation feature of the newly
announced Systed360 Model 67. CP-67 and CMS were
installed on many of these production machines. VM/370
became available in 1972 for the IBM System/370 computer family whose members all included
virtual memory
hardware. CP and CMS haveseen continuous production
use since 1967 with over 2500 systems now in operation.
We now review some of the work which influenced the
conception and design of the CP/CMS system.
0 Systems influence
The early 1960s witnessed many concurrent projects in
time-sharing system design. In addition to the first operationalgeneral purpose systems at M.I.T. and at Bolt,
Beranek, and Newman, several of the early efforts mentioned in [12] took place at the Carnegie Institute of
Technology, IBM Corporation, M.I.T.,RandCorporation, System Development Corporation, and the University of California at Berkeley. A wide variety of ideas and
opinions covered every aspect of the sought-after interactive facilities, from the overall system architecture to the
details of program interfaces, especially editors. Many
days were spent discussing issues, such as character by
character input processing, which today command just as
much attention as then.

Recall thatvery little hardware was availablefor continuous and convenient human interaction with machines.
Terminals were aproblem tofind and attach to a computer.
Special purpose hardware wasusually required, and
primitive connections, such as driving a teletypewriter
from a memory bit, were not unknown. In addition, the
computers in those days didnot provide manyof the
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protection features commonplace today. Sharing a machine safely among programs and users provided many
thorny problems. As one solution, most early time-sharing
systems provided new or modified languages operating
through interpreters or restricted execution contexts.
The Compatible Time-sharing System [6,121, first
operational in 1961 and in production use at M.I.T. from
1964-194, most strongly influenced the CP/CMS system
design.CTSS, a first-generationtime-sharing system,
provided a subset of the machine for use by normal batch
programs. The compatibility and protection techniques it
used were simpleand effective. The background programs
were run without modification as with a normal system.
The time-sharing supervisor would steal and restore the
machinewithout their knowledge.This technique was
extended to its fullest in CP/CMS. Many other CTSS
design elements and system facilities, like the user interface, terminal control, disk filesystem, and attachment of
other computers, served as operational prototypes.
The implementation of CTSS illustrated the necessity
of modular design for system evolution. Although successful as a production system, the interconnections and
dependencies of its supervisor design madeextension and
change difficult. A key concept of the CP/CMS design
was the bifurcation of computer resource management
and user support. In effect, the integrated design wassplit
into CP and CMS.CP solved the problem of multiple use
byproviding separate computing environments at the
machine instruction level for each user. CMS then provided single user service unencumbered by the problems
of sharing, allocation, and protection. As an aside, the
MULTICS system [13] of M.I.T.’s Project MAC and CP/
CMS wereboth
second-generation systems drawing
heavilyon the CTSS experience with very different
architectural results.
Recursive systems, such as biological reproduction and
to some extent the early LISP design [14], exhibit powerful, elegant concepts which influenced the CPICMS system design. In reproduction, the cell is duplicated including the duplication mechanism. With LISP, several primitive functions act on a simple data structure to define an
architecture withinwhichall functions and data, both
system and user, are represented. The duality offunctiona1 mechanisms and their representation as the data upon
which they operate are illustrated by these systems and
by CP/CMS.
Hardware influence
The family concept of the IBM Systed360, announced in
spring 1964, was a most amazing turningpoint in comput-
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er development, one which was not universally greeted
with enthusiasm. We believed that the architecture of
Systed360, combining scientific and commercial instruction sets, would bearound for a significant periodof time.
The trauma associated with widespread recoding of programs also pointed to a long life.In addition, we speculated that many operating systems and a large number of
application programs would be producedover the lifetime
of that machine design.
Howcould we design a single operating system to
accommodate all of these programsin a smoothand
compatible way? Whatinterface and capabilities could be
designed to support such a wide range of applications?
Going back to basics turned up the answer: The instruction set, the essence of this new machine line as documented by the Systed360 principles of operation manual, wouldbe the interface to the time-sharing control
program. Each user would have the complete capability
of the Systed360. Machine sharingand allocation would
be accomplished belowthis level by the Control Program.
This apparent replication of the machine for each user not
only guaranteed compatibility but provided an avenue for
future machine development whereby resource control
could be incorporated into the machine architecture.
The design of Systed360, in order to facilitate the
multiplexed execution of several jobs in a scheduled job
environment, provided two instruction execution states:
privileged and problem. The instructions availablein
problem state are those commonly used by application
programs. They are innocuous to other programs within
the same machine andcan be safely executed. However,
privileged instructions affect the entire machine as well as
report its status. As they are encountered inproblem
state, the machine blocks their execution and transfers
control to a designated program. When using CP, each
virtual machine program is actually executed in problem
state. The effects of privileged instructions are reproduced by CP within the virtual machines.
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The Systed360 machinedesignmadepossible
the
reasonable implementation of multiple machine environmentswithonly
one major exception. There wasno
practical way to move programs withinthe memory after
they had been prepared for execution. Yet experience
with demand scheduled systems suggested the need for
dynamic programrelocation. The IBM 7094, modifiedfor
CTSS, contained a relocation register to offset memory
addresses, but it wasof little use because a program could
only be movedas a unit. Some technique had to be found
to break programsinto pieces which could be movedinto,
out of, andwithin the memory independently of each
other.

Virtual memoryinfluence
In the late 1950s, work at the University of Manchester
led to the Ferranti Atlas machine design, which provided
automatic extension of main memory using drumstorage
[15]. Motivated by the high cost of fast memory and by
the inconvenience of machine-specifictwo-level store
manipulation, it was to spawn virtual memory. The
memory was split into fixed length page frames which
were used, as required, to execute aprogram stored in the
larger address space of the drum. This idea was extended
[16] and incorporated into the 1964 machine design proposal of M.I.T.’s Project MAC for the MULTICS system. Multiple memory segments, each like a single memory broken into pages, formed the program address
space. The same idea was developed [17] and implemented by IBM in anexperimental system called the M44/44X,
first operational in 1965. The memory architecture of the
Systed360 Model 67 and the Systed370 family follow
the same design trend.

The hardware modification tothe IBM Systed360
Model 40 used for the CP/CMS project, most similar to
the Atlas design, provided for relocation and protection.
The main memory was split into a fixed number of pages.
During program execution, each memory address and an
active user number were compared, using an associative
array, to the list of virtual page addresses present in real
memory. The position of the matching entry, if it existed,
was encoded into a physical page address. No degradation of the memory cycle was required for this action. If
no match wasfound, a page fault was indicated, resulting
in a machine interrupt. The memory structure provided
by segments and pages, key to the MULTICS design for
example, wasnot required by the CPKMS design. A
difficultyof virtual memory, solved by programming and
some restriction, was the control of Systed360 110
channels-processing units operating independently of
the dynamic address translation hardware.
Design goals
The early time-sharing systems supported input, edit, and
output of programs and data; most supported programs in
machine code, like the output of the FORTRAN compiler;
some only interpreted programs in source language form;
but no system could safely execute machine code which
like itself manipulated all features of the system. The
ability of these systems to support the full interactive
cycle of program refinement, test operation, production
use, andprogram enhancement for a widerange of
applications was not extended to the operating system
itself. System developers could only reap the benefit of
computer assisted programming upto the point of actually trying the code, at which time theyrequired a dedicated hardware system, usually at night or on weekends. We
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wanted all hardware functiondelivered to the user, if
desired. In addition, the system was
designed for continuous operation. CP/CMS was the first system to extend
availability to all users.
The necessity of compatibility for evolutionary growth
of software was demonstrated by CTSS; for hardware,by
the IBM Systed360 family. The ability to accomplish
steady growth, accommodate
change,
and
provide
smooth access to past
knowledge is a requirement forany
successful systemarchitecture in thefuture. This includes the ability to utilize production batch, real-time,
and other specialized systems as the hardware speedand
cost allow. It also includes the capability to incorporate
moresophisticated
hardwareconstruction techniques.
For example, a piece of CP might be implemented within
hardware to extend machine capability. Users of virtual
machinesand
their operating systems would seeno
change in this function except possibly in cost or speed.
Conversely, CPmight simulate a new hardware feature to
betested.Performance
might be poor,but programs
using this feature could berun. This wasdone within IBM
to prepare System/370 programs using a Systed360.
Avirtual machinecannot becompromisedby
the
operation of any other virtualmachine. It provides a
private, secure, and reliable computing environment for
itsusers,
distinct and isolated like today’spersonal
computer. Experiments by one user present no
problems
to a payroll job on another virtual machine. New facilities, such as a data base system or specializeddevice
support, can be added without modification or disruption
of current capabilities. Modular functionality is strongly
fixed in the CP/CMS design. Each virtual machine system
can provide an importantservice: by CMS, for execution
of user programs;by RSCS,for a storeand forward
computer networking system. Many important areas remain to be considered.Those capabilitiesnecessary
within CP to support virtual machine operation can be
carefully chosen and implemented; unessential function
can be moved into a virtual machine.
One of our important design goals was the production
of a virtual machine identical to its real counterpart. We
expected movement of systems among real and virtual
machines. For example, system device addresses, fixed
on realmachines, were easily changed on virtual machines. A program tailored for a real machine could be
accommodated simply on a virtual machine. This level of
indirection also made the virtual machines insensitive to
many changes in the actual hardware. Somedevices can
even be simulated efficiently. It is tempting to produce
features unique to the virtual machine. But any schism
between virtual and real machine capabilities can only
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limit future options. Features available within the virtual
domain can be evaluated as extensions to the machine
architecture, then incorporated or eliminated. CMS originally operated on real hardware but that is no
longer
possible without recoding.
The design of CP/CMS by a small and vaned software
researchanddevelopment group forits own useand
support was, in retrospect, a very important consideration. It wastoprovide
a system forthe new IBM
Systed360hardware.It
was for experimenting with
time-sharing system design. It was not part of a formal
product development. Schedules and budgets, plans and
performance goals did not have tobe met. It drewheavily
onpastexperience.Newfeatureswere
notsuggested
or understood. It was not
before old ones were completed
supposed to be all things to all people. We did what we
thoughtwas best withinreasonable bounds. We also
expected to redo the systemat least once after we got it
going. For most of thegroup, it wasmeantto
be a
learning experience. Efficiency was specifically excluded
as a software design goal, although it was always considered. Wedid not knowif the system wouldbe of practical
use to us, let alone anyone else. In January 1%5, after
starting work on the system, it became apparent
from
presentations to outsidegroups that the system would be
controversial. This is still true today.
The control program
A program coded for a computing machine can produce
results in either of two ways. It can be loaded into the
machine andexecuted. Or a personcan interpret the
program, step by step, using the architecture manual as a
guide. Inbothcasesthe
resultsshould bethesame.
(Actually, results may differ because timing relations
among machine components or error conditions may not
be precisely defined.) In the first case the program is
being executed ona real machine; in the second case,we
cansaythe
program is being executedon a virtual
machine. A computer can be programmed to replace the
person in this interpretation process. The Control Program is an operating systemwhich uses this technique to
determine the operationof virtual machines.
The Control Program is a general multiprogramming
system that uses virtual machines to organize independent job streams.A portion of the machine controlled by
CP isneeded to support the
allocation and management of
the restof the machine. Theremainder is available for the
virtual machines. The techniques used by CP to share
machine components range from thesimple to thesophisif
ticated. For example, a magnetic tape drive is attached,
notin
use,to a virtualmachinewith
a simple CP
command. It is dedicatedto that machine until detached.
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Each virtual machine is identified by an entry in the CP
directory. This entry contains, among other things, the
definition of permanent virtual disks mappedto specified
disk volumes. Temporary disks, available to an active
machine for a session, are dynamically defined by a CP
commandfrom space set aside for that purpose. The
simulation of a virtual card reader and punch or a line
printer is more difficult.All information to and fromthese
devices is stored by CP in its spool system. It is labeled
with the virtualmachineidentificationandassociated
with its correct virtual component. CP operates the real
equipment consistent withthe user expectation of a
dedicated resource. Control of the memory, CPU, and
I/O channels requires more sophisticated methods. Management of the machine resources to achieve various
response and efficiency profiles for each virtual machine
is the most difficult problem to solve. This is because of
the wide variety of programsaccommodated by CP,
rangingfrom
conversational interactions to day-long
computations. The constantly varying workload blursthe
traditionaldistinctionbetweenbatchandtime-shared
operation.
All work done by the machine under control of CP is
the result of virtual machine action. There is no other
facility, like a background job stream, to be used in place
of a virtual machine. Any virtual machine definedin the
CPdirectorycan
be activated by a person using a
keyboard and display terminal. The terminal is then used
as the control console of a virtual machine. Commands
to
CP take the place of switches and buttons used to start
and stop the CPU, display and store memory contents,
trace execution, etc. Itis also possible to command CP to
create or delete hardware components, to change the
machine configuration,or to perform other services, like
the selection of printer paper. Commands to CP can be
thought of as requests to a machine operator of extraordinary capability.In addition to console function mode, the
user’s terminal can be usedby the program being executed in the virtual machine. This is the normal method of
communicationbetween the user andapplicationprograms. But another type of terminal connection is possible. In this case, a virtual machine is notactivated by the
user. Instead, with a CPcommand, the terminalis
attached to a selected machine thatis already active. The
terminal is then under exclusive control of the program in
that machine. A multi-user information management system might be such a program.
The Systed370 virtual machinecanbeinbasic
or
extended control mode. Basic control does not include
the virtual memory hardware. This type of machine is
used byCMS and other operating systems that do not
themselves utilize the address translation hardware. Ex-

tended control mode is selected when an operating system that controls virtual memory, such as CP or OSNS,
is executed in a virtual machine. This might be the case
when a new version ofCP is to be tested. Atmany
installations, a batch operating system is run in a virtual
machine to be compatible with traditional procedures,
application programs, or other locations. In fact, at a few
installations, CP is used only to concurrently operate
production and test versions of the same batch operating
system. Virtual machines are not provided for personal
computing, at least not outside of the operations group!
A key feature of the CPICMS design is the independence of each virtual machine. All connections between
virtual machines are explicit because they are specified
and controlled by CP, whethervia shared memory or
disks, I/O channels, unit record media, or telecommunications lines. There are no hidden dependencies or relationships between systems in separate virtual machines.
If these machine interconnections are within the domain
of the computer architecture, evolutionary growth from
virtual to real systems is possible. As larger, faster, and
less expensive machines become available, the software
systems supporting interconnected virtual machines can
move smoothly to collections of real machines.
Any computer, real or virtual, without software is of
use only to computer students. This is the case with a
newly activated virtual machine. Of course, instructions
canbe stored in the memory, one by one, using the
terminal as the machine console, and then executed. No
operating system is needed. This is impractical but certainly familiar to those with today’s microcomputers or
yesteryear’s memories. As with a personal computer, a
choice of many operating systems may be availableto the
user. A most important characteristic of the Control
Program is to give each user the choice of any software,
whether backlevel, standard, modified, or home-brewed.
Normally the machine console is first used to specify an
initial program loadoperation. The program so loaded is
usually an operating system, probablyCMS,that will
operate the computer in a manner convenient to the user.

Conversational monitor system
In the beginning, the initials CMS had various meanings:
ConsoleMonitor System, CambridgeMonitor System,
and so on. By any name, CMS is a disk-file-oriented
operating systemto support the personal use of a dedicated computer. It is a single user system providing function
in the style of CTSS. CMS beganoperation on a real IBM
Systed360 serving the user at the system console. When
CP became operational, CMS moved from the real to the
virtual hardware.
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The heart ofCMS is the file system, which manages
permanent information stored on disk. The user of the file
system, via CMS services, sees a collection of named
files, grouped by disk. Each file contains records of fixed
or variable length. Any record canbe accessed, but
additional records must beappended to the file. Each disk
managed by the file system contains a set of files, all listed
in a single-level directory. These files and their directory
are completely resident on one disk and are independent
of the files on other disks. The file system automatically
manages the physical organization of the data. It stores all
files in fixed length data blocks, maintains pointers, and
allocates space invisible to the file system user, who only
uses disk name, file name, and record number to access
data. Each disk is managed by its user, who must create,
archive, and erase files as necessary.
Sharing of data among users is accomplishedoutside of
CMS by connections established by CP between virtual
machines. Disks shared amongmachines provide the
usual means of accessing common information. Typically, several disks, in addition to each user’s private disk,
contain programs, data, and the CMS operating system.
This structure of multiple disks, each with a single
directory, was chosen to be simple butuseful. Multi-level
linked directories, with files stored in common areas, had
been the design trend when we began. We simplified the
design of this and other components of CMS to reduce
implementation complexity. We had to produce a system
we could use to produce more sophisticated systems. We
did not have the people and time to solve the problems
associated with more ambitious features. In addition to
disk sharing for multiple user file access, copies of data
files are frequently transmitted between users via simulated unit recordequipment. This methodgeneralizes nicely
for users of connected collections of machines and is
discussed in the RSCS section.
The CMS nucleus resides in low memory. Although it
is key-protected to prevent accidental destruction of
important data like file directories, user programs have
the run of the machine and can modify the system or use
privileged instructions. Of course the integrity of the
other machines is not compromised. Programs are coded
in some source language, processed to produce machine
instructions, and loaded into memory. At that point, they
can be executed or stored on disk as a memory image,
called a module, ready for fast loading in the future.
The CMS command processor obtains input from three
sources: that typed by the user at the machine console,
that stored in an input stack, or that contained in a disk
file used by the EXEC processor. This input, via the file
system, selects a file to produce further input or to load
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and execute as a program module. When there is nothing
left to do, CMS waits for more input from the user.
Because all commands available to the user are stored as
disk files andnot built into the system, it is convenient, in
an open-ended fashion, for a user to replace, change, or
add commands.
CMS was developed to support a particular type and
style of work. It was designed to support its own development and maintenance. It is used to maintain the other
components of VM/370 as well. Familiarity withprevious
work, as adesigner and user, provided criteria to select or
reject features based on ease of implementation, generality, and utility. In most cases, a subset of features was
selected with the expectation of future work. We expectedmany operating systems to flourishin the virtual
machine environment. What better place €or experimentation with new system ideas? This has not been the case.
Instead, many features were added to CMS to extend its
usage into areas better served by new systems. A notable
exception is RSCS, a system designed to control network
communication from a dedicated machine.
Remote spooling and communications system
RSCS is an interrupt-driven, multi-tasking system that
uses a dedicated computer with attached communications
equipment for the support of data file transfer among
computers and remote work stations. This system, developed after CP andCMS,hasbeen
described by its
authors [18] in a way which illuminatessound concepts in
virtual machine operating system design. RSCSis a
paradigm which provides user service in the spirit of the
CP/CMS concept. Operating in a virtual machine, it uses
unit record equipment and communication links to send
and receive files, in a store and forward fashion, to and
from virtual machines, real machines, and remote work
stations.
Within each VM/370 installation are many virtual machines identified by unique names defined within the CP
directory. From a network viewpoint, CP appears as the
central node of a star network with a virtual machine at
each point. Information flowsfrom a machine at the
point, through CP at the center, and then back out to a
point machine. So a file can be passed to someone by
simplyspecifying the receivingmachine’snameand
transmitting the file. This communication technique is
only useful within one real system because the files are
transmitted using each virtual machine’s card reader and
punch; it is impractical between real machines.
RSCS operates in a virtual machine whichhas attached
telecommunications lines, channel to channel connections, and other computer communication devices. It
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accepts files sent to itby other users of the VMl370
system or by another computer. Using a unique identifier
for each computer system, RSCS then selects a communication link andsends the file to its counterpart on the next
system, which repeats this process until the file reaches
the destination. The two-tier address structure, system
and user, used by RSCS currently addresses within IBM
an estimated 50 000 users of more than 400 systems
spanning five continents.
Summary
VMl370 has evolved into an operating system which,
judging by its use and popularity, has some merit. However, it is only a small step toward the goal of making the
use of computers easy and convenient. Although, as with
computing in general, it is impossible to step back the
clockeven a few years withoutrealizing the progress
which has been made, many of us do not appreciate how
far we have come because we can see how far there is yet
to go. Incorporation of high-level function within the
hardware, easy to use hardware and software for less
specialized user groups, and evolutionary growth complementary to the future’s distributed computer and information utility all seem possible within the original CPICMS
design, but remain to be done.
The Control Program provides an environment for the
operation of established systems and for the evolution of
new systems and hardware within the multiple machine
architecture. The ability to run several operating systems
at the same time, both for function and convenience,
appears to be a key element in the acceptance of VMl370.
Each operating system, like CMS, RSCS, or OSNS,
provides important capabilities for an installation. Test
and production systems can coexist to smooth the transition toa new release. Specialized and experimental
systems can be developed conveniently without the disruption of normal work.
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